JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1P17 - PERSONALITIES - ALBERT EINSTEIN
and BERLIN
<10/95>
[u-bit #19200283]
2219-2-9
01:00:11 1) “Never Before Had So Many Interesting Visitors Come From
-01:00:20 Abroad ---Prof. Albert Einstein of ‘Relativity’ Fame”
- CU Einstein with pipe (1920s) [Kinograms]

(N) Einstein, Albert

01:00:23 2) “...For Discovering The Theory Of Relativity.. Whatever That Is...” (N) Einstein, Albert
-01:00:44 - Einstein on deck of ship with violin case taking off hat and
[also on 1X03
smoking pipe, CU head shots smoking pipe and smiling [2X]
04:33:51-04:33:59]
(1921) [Pathe]
01:00:50 3) history of theory of relativity - telescopes, animated birth of the
-01:02:25 universe, MCU hand written paper written by Einstein explaining
theory of relativity, MCU men loading large cannon during WWI,
MCU man looking into microscope
(1936 stock; might be late 1920s)

(S) Einstein, Albert
[also see 1X03
with sound narration
04:31:24-04:34:01]

01:02:28 4) CU of Einstein, cameramen and crowd at train station greeting
-01:03:35 arriving train, Einstein sitting on podium before being introduced,
reading text into microphone, animation of birth of universe
(1936)

(S) Einstein, Albert
-2[silent]
[also see below
01:10:23-01:10:39]

01:03:37 5) RUSHES - CU head shot of Einstein sitting at desk in library
-01:06:46 speaking about relativity (ca. 1950)

(N) Einstein, Albert
40s - 50s
[sound push/pull track
=poor quality]
[sound fixable with
film lab work]

01:06:50 8) street scene with lights reflecting off trolley and neon signs of
-01:07:37 “Cafe Am Zoo”, people looking at store windows at night,
building at night, couples dancing in formal attire and man playing
violin, neon sign: “Kempinski Haus...”, street scenes with signs
at night (late 1920s - early 1930s)

(S) Germany: Berlin
1920s -2-

01:07:40 9) “Fashion Rules At Berlin Racetrack - Society Of German Capital
-01:08:42 Flocks To Grunewald To Witness Most High Hat Horse Race Of
The Year” - MSs and CUs mostly fashionably dressed women
walking around, some racing action
(late 1920s - early 1930s) [Pathe News]

(S) Germany: Berlin
1920s -2-
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2219-1-7
01:08:43 1) “Der Physiker Professor Albert Einstein” - CU Einstein, MS
-01:09:07 amongst guests at gala? (1936 stock; but 1920s footage)
[Opal Film]

(N) Einstein, Albert

01:09:09 2) misc. clips - RUSHES -in library preparing to speak / still at
-01:10:39 blackboard, CU with pipe, on podium

(S) Einstein, Albert
-1[also see 1X03
with sound narration
04:31:24-04:34:01]
[also see below
01:03:37-01:06:46 &
01:02:52-0103:30]

01:10:40 3) MS Einstein with two men, MCU Einstein with wife on deck of
-01:11:00 ship with people behind them being welcomed to New York /
large crowd packed into street (1930s)

(N) “World In Revolt”
R-6
[section]

01:11:02 4) “Einstein Hails Jewish Goals” - arriving with other people,
-01:12:58 CU speaking while wearing eye glasses, sign: “Terra Sancta
College, crowd listening to speaker
(late 1940s or early 1950s) [Telenews]

(N) Einstein, Albert
40s - 50s
[unclear sound]
[also see 1P08
17:15:43-17:16:58]

01:13:01 5) <“Einstein marks 74th year” “The world famous scientist is shown
-01:14:07 at Princeton as Yeshiva University presents him with a model of
medical school named in his honor”> - MCU Einstein speaking
(03/20/53)

(S) Newsreels:
Telenews Wk. Vol. 7
#12 (S-7)
[sound]

01:14:10 6) <“Einstein Speaks On Israel Hospital”> - Einstein being presented (N) Newsreels:
-01:20:10 plaque on front steps of his home, presenters and Einstein speaking
Telenews
(06/04/52)
0411 (S-1)
[sound]
01:20:13 7) MS of Einstein and another man wearing suits standing and
-01:20:19 talking to each other (1930 stock)

(N) Einstein, Albert
[silent]

2219-3-1
01:20:24 1) street scenes, monuments, buildings, train station
-01:29:30

(S) Germany: Berlin
Pre 1910
1P17 -3-
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2219-5-1
01:29:34 1) The Einstein Theory Of Relativity arranged by Max Fleischer
-01:29:30 - live action and mostly animation demonstrating theory of
relativity (1923) [Edwin Miles Fadman Presents] <intertitles>

(S) 837-A
[section]

2219-4-2
01:56:58 1) “Einstein Is Dead At 76” - with wife, at graduation ceremony in
-01:57:18 cap and gown, sitting with another man outdoors (1955)

(S) Newsreels:
Warner Pathe
R-22 #45
[section]
[sound-narration]

01:57:25 2) “Break Ground For Einstein Medical School” - sign, Governor
-01:57:42 Dewey and others digging shovels full of earth, crowd applauding
(1950s)

(S) Newsreels:
Warner Pathe
R-30 #37
[section]
[sound]

